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Billions of dollars are bought 
and sold every minute on the 
world's biggest finance market. 
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Amid the clack of computer keyboards, ringing phones 

and chatter, another multi-million-dollar deal has just been 
done. In fact, $1 million is the minimum unit in foreign 
exchange deals at ANZ's Melbourne trading room, on 
the 14th floor of a Collins Street skyscraper. The forex (or FX) 
market is the world's largest and most liquid. Up to $4 trillion 
is turned over daily - that's about 100 times the amount 
of notes and coins on issue in Australia ($40 billion). 

Senior FX trader Luke Marriott attempts to explain how 
it all works. To demonstrate, he punches a figure into his 
Reuters Matching 3000 system and hits a large green button 
on his keyboard marked OFFER (two others are marked BID 
and DEAL). A few seconds later, a Singapore-based bank 
has snapped up his $AU1 million for $US821,100. A couple 
of minutes later, he buys it back from a Swiss bank for 
$US821,000 - a profit of $US100. Two business days later, 
the money is transferred between the accounts. 

But a million - known in the trading room as a "buck" 
or "dollar· - is really a trifling amount. The 36-year-old father 
of three says the biggest transaction he has been involved 
in was $3 billion (a billion is called a "yard"). 

Half a dozen or so traders sit among economists and 
sales staff in rows with jackets draped over the backs of 
their chairs, staring at monitors showing fluctuating rates, 
complex graphs and scrolling economic news. Next to a glass 
cabinet filled with banking awards and trophies is another 
crammed with brightly coloured ties (pictured left) from the 
days when a trader leaving his job would have his tie snipped 
off and stapled to the wall with his business card. 

information 

ANZ has 750 people dotted around the world in 30 
different trading rooms like this, but worldwide there are tens 
of thousands of traders buying and selling currency 24 hours 
a day (except weekends). 

On this Monday, the market is quiet. Marriott has been 
in the office since 4.30am. The FX market opens at 5am 
(AEST), in New Zealand. Next is Australia, then Singapore, 
London and New York. It closes at 5pm on Friday in New York 
(Saturday, 7am in Melbourne). Marriott will stay until about 
2.30pm (unless the market picks up), then go home, play with 
his children and help put them to bed. His ·pocket watch" 
device (like a beeper) keeps him up to date with currency 
rates and his larger clients' "open positions". If anything 
serious happens in the market overnight, he is on call. 

Until recently, the trading room was noisy with brokers 
shouting deals and gesticulating across the floor. Advances 
in technology have made the floor more sedate, at least 
outwardly. "In the early '80s, it was very much a cowboy 
sort of mentality,' says Marriott. "Now it's a business about 
customers and it's a business about service and it's 
a business about making money. You can't afford to drop the 
ball. There's no room to be complacent or blase or celebrate, 
because while you're off doing that somebody else is picking 
up the next deal that you really should be picking up." 

So, what's the real skill in being a trader? "It's the ability 
to read a market." says Marriott. "You've got to be able to 
look, hear and talk all at once ... A good trader can sit there, 
see what's going on in the market and be listening to a 
conversation that's going on two desks away." 



Interview Peter Barrett 
Photography Shara Henderson Jon Faine, a former lawyer and Citroen buff, 

hosts the morning show on ABC 774. 

What's been the strangest talkback 
call you've had? 
We broke the story about Ned Kelly's 
bones being lost and we had three callers 

in the space of 15 minutes who'd been 
in prison with Ronald Ryan, whose grave 
site was also up for discussion, ringing to 
tell us what life was like in Pentridge in 
the 1950s. 

Where do you live? 
In a 120-year-old timber house held 
together by structural paint. I live with my 
wife, Jan. My stepson Nigel moved out 

years ago - he's now nearly 30 - and Jack 
is 18 and doing VCE. There are two turtles, 
a dog and the rabbit got run over recently, 

which is very sad and I'm still recovering. 

Where were you born? 
In Dunedin, New Zealand, and we moved 
when I was two to Sydney. I grew up 
in Chatswood. We moved to Melbourne 
in 1968, so I've lived here since I was 

11. We moved to Melbourne because my 
dad got a job here. He was a professor 
of microbiology at Monash University 
in the medical school. 

What makes you angry? 
People who join wanky clubs to advance 
their careers. 

Where did you go to university? 
Monash. I did an arts and law course. 

Do you remember Peter Costello? 
We had tax class together. He got a 
distinction for tax, I got a pass. 

What did you do after university? 

I did four years In commercial law and 
then I went to Fitzroy Legal Service, from 

n uncontrollable 

e senior lawyer. 

Where and when did you last get drunk? 
Falling-over-properly-drunk - 25 years ago 

and it wasn't a pretty sight. Thank you for 
reminding me. I was part of a conference 
organising committee ... and when it was 

over, we overdid it celebrating. I had to be 
carried out. Literally. 

What shop couldn't you live without? 
eBay. It's fun looking to see what crap 

people have got or what things are worth. 
I'm an old car and motorbike nut so you're 
always saying, 'Oh look, someone in 
Denmark's selling a 1938 blah-blah'. 

What did you last buy on eBay? 
A cuckoo clock, from the US. 

What would you abolish from Melbourne? 
Pokies. 

What's most over-rated in Melbourne? 
The Formula One Grand Prix. 

Federation Square - yes or no? 
Mostly yes. I love the open spaces but 
some of the buildings I reckon could be 

a bit better. 

What's Melbourne's most romantic place? 
Jan says I wouldn't know. 

Your favourite building In Melbourne? 
The food hall at Queen Vic Market. 

What's the most expensive meal you have 

ever had In Melbourne? 
I was asked out to lunch with a prominent 
Melbourne businessman who, quite by 

surprise, offered me a job and I said no. 
That prob@ly cost me an absolute fortune. 

What club memberships do you have? 
The Yarra Valley Hockey Club; the Citroen 

Classic Owners Club. 

Where do you go on a sunny day? 

The shed. 
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